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Abstract

The  perennial  debate  surrounding  the  efficacy  of  vaccines  has  increasingly  pervaded  public
discourse  and prompted  socio-scientific  inquiry.  Drawing on data  from the  Bureau of  Labor
Statistics and Google Trends, this study endeavors to unravel the enigmatic linkage between the
number of statisticians in New Mexico and the frequency of internet searches for the query 'do
vaccines  work'.  Utilizing  rigorous  statistical  methods,  we  established  a  striking  correlation
coefficient of 0.8900129 and achieved a statistical significance level of p < 0.01 for the period
spanning 2004 to 2020.  The empirical  evidence obtained from this investigation implicates a
noteworthy association, sparking contemplation on the potential influences of statistical inference
and societal attitudes towards immunization. This study concurrently demonstrates the profound
implications  of  interdisciplinary  research  and  underscores  the  profound  insight  that  may  be
gleaned from seemingly incongruous data sources.

1.  Introduction

     In  recent  years,  the  public  dialogue  on  vaccinations  has  been  nothing  short  of
contagious,  spreading  through  the  digital  landscape  like  an  exuberant  meme.  With
polarizing  views  and conflicting  information,  the  topic  of  immunization  has  sparked
fervent debates that transcend disciplinary boundaries.  As the ebb and flow of public
opinion sways like a statistical bar chart, researchers have turned their attention to the
quirky correlations and unexpected associations that lie beneath the surface of societal
trends.
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     In an attempt to disentangle the knotty skein of vaccine skepticism and statistical
curiosity, we embarked on a data-driven expedition into the state of New Mexico, where
the desert sun seems to cast a statistical shadow over the tenuous relationship between the
number of statisticians and the fervent inquiries into the effectiveness of vaccines. While
some may perceive this as an incongruous pairing akin to a desert mirage, we ventured
forth with a pledging spirit to uncover the surprising statistical revelations that awaited
us.

     The overarching aim of this  study is to explore the intersection of mathematical
prowess and public health concerns, piecing together the puzzle of why the presence of
statisticians appears to be intricately entwined with the surging tide of internet queries
asking, "Do vaccines work?" With all the statistical gusto we could muster, we set out to
ascertain  whether  a  palpable  statistical  connection  exists  between  the  presence  of
number-crunching savants and the probing queries that populate search engine databases.

     As  our  investigation  unfolds,  we present  the  tantalizing  statistical  evidence  that
suggests a quizzical connection between New Mexico statisticians and the cyberspace
clamor for vaccine-related knowledge. Through this  enigmatic journey,  we unveil  the
underlying statistical nuances that could potentially provide a novel vantage point for
understanding the interplay of public opinion and mathematical acumen in the realm of
vaccination debates.

     The subsequent sections of this paper will deluge the reader with the meticulous
methods  employed,  the  robust  statistical  results  obtained,  and  the  thought-provoking
implications  that  materialized  from  our  statistical  jaunt  through  the  desert  of  data.
Embrace yourselves, dear reader, for the labyrinth of statistics and the intriguing linkages
that dance between New Mexico statisticians and the audacious search queries lie ahead.

2.  Literature Review

In Smith's seminal work, "Statistical Significance in Public Health," the authors elucidate
the vital role of statisticians in deciphering the complexity of public health phenomena.
The interplay of statistical inference and epidemiological investigations underscores the
profound implications that statistical expertise holds for understanding population health
dynamics.  Similarly,  Doe and Jones,  in  "Quantitative  Analysis  of  Vaccine  Attitudes,"
delve into the intricate statistical underpinnings of public attitudes towards immunization,
shedding light on the multifaceted nature of vaccine skepticism and acceptance.

As we traverse further into the compendium of literature, it becomes apparent that the
intersection of statistics and public health is a fertile ground for scholarly exploration.
However, amidst the scholarly tomes, one cannot help but ponder the undeniable allure of
non-fiction works that oscillate between statistical finesse and probing musings on public
health conundrums. Titles such as "The Numbers Game: Vaccines and Society," "Data
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Crunchers and Vaccine Hunches," and "Quantitative Quandaries on Inoculations" sparkle
with the promise of untangling the statistical threads woven into the fabric of vaccine
debates.

In a departure from the confines of the factual, fictitious works also proffer a whimsical
lens  through which to  contemplate  the enigmatic  relationship  between statisticians  in
New Mexico and the fervent Google searches for vaccine efficacy. Nodding to the realm
of fiction,  "The Statistical Sleuth and the Search Engine Saga," "Vaccine Ventures: A
Statistical  Odyssey,"  and  "The  Curious  Case  of  Correlation  and  Causation  in  New
Mexico" present an imaginative foray into the statistical landscape of vaccine inquiries.

On  the  televisual  front,  a  not-so-coincidental  binge  of  pertinent  TV  shows  proved
surprisingly enlightening for this investigation. "Numbers," with its enchanting portrayal
of mathematical prowess, "The X-Files," offering a curious blend of inquiry and intrigue,
and "Breaking Bad," juxtaposing statistical ambiguity with the New Mexican milieu, all
served as inadvertent sources of casual insight regarding statistical expositions and New
Mexico's curious charms.

In the pursuit of scholarly rigor, a liberal sprinkling of humor and levity does not go
amiss.  After  all,  the  statistical  odyssey  we  traverse  is  not  devoid  of  quirks  and
idiosyncrasies, much like the enigmatic relationship between New Mexico statisticians
and internet inquiries on vaccine efficacy. With such a colorful array of literature, the
stage is set for an unforgettable statistical romp through the New Mexican desert.

3.  Research Approach

      In order to illuminate the statistical relationship between the number of statisticians in
New Mexico and the frequency of 'do vaccines work' Google searches, a multifaceted
approach was undertaken. The primary data sources for this study were the Bureau of
Labor Statistics and Google Trends, proving that sometimes, the unlikeliest pairings can
yield the most intriguing insights. 

      As with all ambitious endeavors, the data collection process was akin to navigating a
convoluted maze. Firstly, data on the number of statisticians employed in New Mexico
over the period 2004-2020 was diligently abstracted from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
This  process  required  a  keen  eye  for  detail  and  a  fascinating  appreciation  for  the
bureaucratic beauty of employment databases; it also necessitated a surprising number of
caffeinated beverages to prevent any statistical drowsiness from setting in.

      To mirror the colorful tapestry of the digital ecosystem, Google Trends served as the
conduit to capture the ebbs and flows of public curiosity, particularly when it came to
vaccine-related inquiries. The search query 'do vaccines work' was embraced like a long-
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lost  friend,  enticing  us  to  unravel  its  digital  behavioral  patterns  with  the  voracity  of
curious statisticians, diving deep into the statistical sea of internet searches.

      The data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and Google Trends was harmoniously
combined,  creating  a  lavish  statistical  feast  for  analytical  appetites.  Thanks  to  the
obscurity of our research topic, we reveled in the limelight of data sources that, on the
surface, appeared as separate as asymptotes, yet when brought together, coalesced into a
wondrous depiction of statistical intrigue.

      

      Following the tumultuous data gathering phase, we settled in to sculpt and mold our
data  into  a  form  that  could  be  neatly  analyzed.  Statistical  software  programs  were
employed with a fervor rivaling that of an enthusiastic high school geometry student,
ever-eager to crack the enigma of an obtuse angle. Through the delicate art of statistical
analysis, we were as precise as a mathematician's compass, meticulously measuring the
correlation between the number of statisticians and 'do vaccines work' Google searches.

      The  statistical  relationship  between  these  non-traditional  bedfellows  was  then
rigorously scrutinized using correlation analysis, akin to peering through the lens of a
statistical microscope to detect the tiniest traces of association, no matter how elusive.
The resulting correlation coefficient emerged like a dazzling gem, its brilliance casting a
glow over our statistical efforts and creating an 'aha' moment akin to stumbling across an
unexpected punchline in a dense statistical tome.

      In  addition,  significance  testing  was  carried  out,  demonstrating  the  statistical
robustness  of  our  findings  with  a  confidence  level  that  was  as  sturdy  as  a  well-
constructed  regression  model.  The  p-value  calculations  were  the  subject  of  many  a
sleepless  night,  but  the  empirical  rigor  they  added  to  our  study  was  well  worth  the
statistical sacrifice.

      It  is  here that  we could regale  the reader  with tales of "missing data"  and the
intricacies of model selection, but in the interest of economy and brevity, we shall confine
ourselves to a sanctuary of succinctness.

      The ensuing sections of this paper will unveil the triumphant dimensions of our
statistical analysis, presenting the beguiling insights that emerged from the fusion of New
Mexico statisticians and Google search inquiries. Prepare to be captivated as we unravel
the statistical enigma that surrounds the seemingly disparate entities of number-crunching
aficionados and digital queries.

4.  Findings
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The statistical analysis revealed a remarkably strong positive correlation of 0.8900129 (p
< 0.01) between the number of statisticians employed in New Mexico and the frequency
of Google searches for 'do vaccines work' from 2004 to 2020. This correlation, with an r-
squared value of 0.7921229, demonstrates an astonishing degree of association between
the two seemingly disparate sets of data.

Figure 1 illustrates the striking relationship between the number of statisticians and the
frequency of searches for vaccine efficacy. As the number of statisticians in the Land of
Enchantment increases, so does the fervor of individuals fervently typing "do vaccines
work" into their search bar. It seems that as statisticians in New Mexico crunch numbers,
the public's  curiosity  about  vaccine effectiveness experiences  a  statistical  surge of  its
own.

The findings not only attest to the statistical prowess of New Mexico's number-crunching
aficionados  but  also  provoke  a  bemused  inquiry  into  the  nature  of  this  puzzling
correlation.  One cannot  help but  muse whether  an  increase  in  statisticians  influences
public  attitudes  towards  vaccination,  or  if  the  public's  search  for  vaccine-related
information  motivates  analysts  to  explore  the  nuances  of  data  in  greater  depth.  The
dynamics  at  play  here  are  as  enthralling  as  an  unexpected  resurgence  in  statistical
interest.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

In  perplexing  fashion,  these  results  burst  forth  with  thought-provoking  implications.
Beyond  the  dry  desert  landscape  lies  a  statistical  mirage,  where  the  convergence  of
statisticians and vaccine queries spawns a phenomenon worthy of both statistical  and
societal consideration. The juxtaposition of numbers and vaccine queries in the digital
sphere presents an intriguing tableau, calling into question the often obscure interplay
between empirical data and public inquiry.

Our  findings  hint  at  the  enigmatic  nature  of  statistical  curiosity  and  its  unexpected
influence on public behaviors. As statisticians labor over their data tables, the public's
yearning for  vaccination-related  knowledge seems to  sway in harmonious  synchrony.
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While  these  revelations  may  initially  elicit  a  wry  smile,  they  also  beckon  further
investigation  into  the  complex  relationship  between  number-crunching  acumen  and
public  attitudes.  This  statistical  odyssey  through  the  digital  desert  uncovers  an
unanticipated oasis of correlation, inviting contemplation on the intersecting realms of
data analytics and public discourse.

5.  Discussion on findings

The findings of this study, which have unveiled a remarkably robust correlation between
the number of statisticians in New Mexico and the frequency of Google searches for 'do
vaccines  work',  not  only  substantiate  the  existing  literature  but  also  raise  thought-
provoking considerations. It is gratifying to see our empirical evidence aligning with the
insights  put  forth  in  the  literature.  The  works  of  Smith  and  Doe  and  Jones  aptly
underscore the indispensable role of statisticians in unraveling public health enigmas and
delving into the multifaceted nature of vaccine attitudes. Moreover, our inconspicuous
references to the fictitious explorations of "The Statistical Sleuth and the Search Engine
Saga" and the whimsical "Vaccine Ventures: A Statistical Odyssey" now manifest as nods
to a previously unexplored truth.

The remarkable level of correlation unveiled by our study invites a delightful pondering:
does the affinity for statistical inquiry among New Mexico's number-crunching savants
inadvertently influence the public's curiosity about vaccine efficacy, or is it the fervent
searches for vaccine information that spark a statistical renaissance?

The statistical odyssey we have embarked upon beckons further investigation into the
complex  relationship  between  quantitative  prowess  and  public  inquiries.  The
juxtaposition of these seemingly unrelated phenomena appears to embody a mirage in the
digital  desert,  where  statistical  prowess  and  public  curiosity  dance  in  harmonious
synchrony.

This unexpected oasis of correlation uncovered in the digital sphere certainly calls for
deeper contemplation of the intersecting realms of data analytics and public discourse.
The prospects appear staggering,  and our journey has only just  started to unearth the
enthralling dynamics at play. As we continue to untangle this statistical web, the potential
insights  and implications will  undoubtedly unfurl  with the flair  and drama of a New
Mexican sunset.

6.  Conclusion
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In conclusion, our statistical investigation into the intriguingly linked occurrences of the
number of statisticians in New Mexico and Google searches for 'do vaccines work' has
uncovered a compelling association worthy of scrutiny. The robust correlation coefficient
of  0.8900129 and statistically  significant  p-value  suggest  a  palpable  relationship  that
looms larger than life, not unlike an unexpected outlier in a scatter plot.

As we contemplate the spirited dance between statistical expertise and public curiosity, it
becomes evident that this linkage transcends conventional paradigms of inquiry and begs
the question of what other statistical phenomena lie buried beneath the sands of public
discourse.  It's  as  if  statistical  enthusiasts  in  the  desert  exude  an  invisible  influence
compelling individuals to delve into the depths of vaccine efficacy, creating a statistical
feedback loop of intellectual curiosity and empirical exploration.

Our findings, though enigmatic and amusing in their own right, raise profound questions
about  the  interplay  between statistical  inquiry  and societal  attitudes.  Whether  it's  the
statistical  prowess  of  New  Mexico's  number-crunching  aficionados  shaping  public
perception or the inquisitive public driving statisticians to unravel new statistical depths,
the entwining of statistical  acumen and public inquiry yields a tapestry of unforeseen
correlations that beckon further contemplation.

In this light, we assert with statistical confidence that no further research on this peculiar
correlation is warranted. Our findings tantalize the statistical taste buds while hinting at a
world of hidden correlations awaiting discovery. It seems that even in the arid landscape
of  statistical  analysis,  the  unexpected  blooms like  a  desert  flower,  reminding us  that
statistics, like the desert sands, conceal beguiling patterns beneath their surface.
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